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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPPLY &amp; DEMAND</th>
<th>WAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Manufacturing</td>
<td>CANDIDATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>1,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled &amp; Professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinist</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Mechanic</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Supervisors</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANUFACTURING UNEMPLOYMENT RATES (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OHIO</th>
<th>COLUMBUS</th>
<th>NATIONAL AVG.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: CareerBuilder and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Tackling the MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY’S Skills Dilemma

BY CHARLES COY

In today’s manufacturing industry there’s an immediate need for highly skilled and highly educated workers who can develop creative ideas, solve complex problems, and deliver innovative products. But these workers are proving to be scarce. Left unresolved, this scarcity will have a huge negative impact on this sector: “over the next decade, nearly three and a half million manufacturing jobs likely need to be filled and the skills gap is expected to result in two million of those jobs going unfilled.”

To address this skills gap, companies need to implement better employee training and development, along with revised career progression models, new retention strategies, and programs to facilitate knowledge transfer from one generation to the next. Organizations must look outside of the traditional manufacturing skill set and adapt to evolving job requirements—or risk a decrease in productivity and an inability to meet customer demands.

I recently sat down for conversations with Robin Schwartz, managing partner at MFG Jobs (a company that connects employers and manufacturing job seekers), and with Daniel Levine, the founding director of the Avant-Guide Institute (a trends consultancy firm), to get their perspectives on the future of the manufacturing industry. In these conversations, we identified three challenges in particular that the industry will need to address.

THE GROWING SKILLS GAP

Currently, there are many available jobs in the manufacturing industry. But factors such as the decline in vocational training in schools and the disconnect between technology advancement and academia have led to a workforce that lacks the skills needed to fill these positions. Robin Schwartz sees in today’s candidate pool not only a lack of basic employability skills (such as good
attendance, timeliness, and emotional intelligence) but also a lack of problem-solving skills and mathematical abilities. Schools simply aren’t teaching students the skills they need. “This gap is happening because technology is moving faster than training,” adds Daniel Levine. “Manufacturing is quickly changing technologically, and the skills of workers haven’t kept up.” By rethinking their approach to training and providing workers with hands-on experience, exposure to current technology, and access to apprenticeship programs, HR leaders can begin to develop the talent they need.

KEEPING UP WITH AUTOMATION AND NEW TECHNOLOGY

The rapid evolution of technology along with increasing automation have created an environment that requires today’s workers to have an entirely different set of skills compared to workers from 10 years ago. “Automation is probably the biggest thing changing the workplace right now,” Levine says. “There’s a lot of talk about robots taking our jobs, but the truth is blurrier. What we’re seeing, from a trends perspective, is that robots will take some jobs, but they will also create new ones—and these new jobs will require new skill sets.” At the same time, Schwartz points out that “the aging demographics of the manufacturing sector” increase the difficulty of maintaining a workforce with the skills and knowledge needed in this industry.

Having clear expectations, showing employees how they contribute directly to the organization’s mission, and providing opportunities for skill development are a few steps that HR and managers can take to increase retention. But figuring out how to engage employees in those learning processes is another major challenge that organizations face. In addition to the old standbys of job shadowing and mentorship, companies could turn to technology for some promising solutions. “One of the most exciting things I’ve seen in this realm recently,” says Levine, “is training happening with augmented reality and artificial intelligence” that can, for example, enable trainees to practice tasks in a virtual, personalized environment and learn at their own pace.

RETAING AND TRAINING SKILLED WORKERS

Nearly 73% of the respondents in the 2017 Fourth Quarter Manufacturers’ Outlook Survey conducted by the National Association of Manufacturers pointed to “recruitment and retention of a workforce as their number one business challenge.” Schwartz points out that “the aging demographics of the manufacturing sector” increase the difficulty of maintaining a workforce with the skills and knowledge needed in this industry.

Having clear expectations, showing employees how they contribute directly to the organization’s mission, and providing opportunities for skill development are a few steps that HR and managers can take to increase retention. But figuring out how to engage employees in those learning processes is another major challenge that organizations face. In addition to the old standbys of job shadowing and mentorship, companies could turn to technology for some promising solutions. “One of the most exciting things I’ve seen in this realm recently,” says Levine, “is training happening with augmented reality and artificial intelligence” that can, for example, enable trainees to practice tasks in a virtual, personalized environment and learn at their own pace.

Technology and automation will continue to play growing roles in manufacturing. In order to develop a skilled, knowledgeable workforce that can handle these industry changes, organizations must adapt. By rethinking needed skill sets, providing better employee training, and using new technologies to their advantage, organizations can begin to close the skills gap. “The manufacturing industry is changing,” Levine warns. “Those who don’t recognize these trends are going to lose out.”

Charles Coy is the senior director of analyst and community relations at Cornerstone OnDemand (CSOD), a leader in cloud-based applications for talent management that helps organizations recruit, train, manage, and connect their employees. Coy thinks a lot about how technology can influence how businesses evaluate, motivate, and value their employees—especially in light of the rapid changes happening in today’s workplace. Coy can be contacted at ccoy@csod.com.

(This article reprinted courtesy of Cornerstone OnDemand.)

Use Onboarding to Gain a Competitive Advantage

BY VALERIE M. GRUBB

Onboarding is not a nice-to-have, but rather a need-to-have.

— KEVIN MARTIN
research director at Human Capital Management

Few people would argue with Kevin Martin’s statement about the importance of onboarding. One possible exception might be someone whose sole experience with onboarding has been sitting through a long and incredibly boring program that focused only on some bureaucratic minutiae (such as the company’s dress code policy). In that case, though, it’s probably safe to say that such a program is something that no one wants to “have” at all!

Why care about onboarding? There’s a simple two-word answer to that question: competitive advantage.

A competitive advantage is what enables an organization to stay ahead of its competition. It’s based on many factors, but one of the most influential is employee innovation in new and better ways to deliver products and services. To achieve this innovation, a company not only needs to hire and retain the brightest and best employees, but it must also enable them to function at their peak capacity.

It can take a while for new hires (even people who bring years of relevant experience to their new jobs) to hit their stride at a new company because they first need to learn to navigate the organization’s cultural norms, corporate procedures, and internal approval processes. Therefore the sooner HR can teach them the ins and outs of getting business done in the organization, the sooner they can provide strategic innovation in their respective roles. And that’s where onboarding comes in: it’s the process by which new hires obtain the vital knowledge that makes it possible for them to be most effective—and innovative—at their jobs.

With all of that in mind, it’s clear that onboarding is no mere “nice-to-have” but rather a “need-to-have” that accomplishes three goals:
onboarding programs and low direct participation rates of senior employees in those programs, with one survey respondent observing that “the key to effective onboarding is the level of leader engagement across the function and the entire organization.” More involvement of senior leaders can increase positive perceptions of the onboarding process, which in turn can help new employees feel fired up and ready to contribute right from the start.

MAKE ONBOARDING INTERESTING AND WORTHWHILE.
Who hasn’t sat through an incredibly boring onboarding program that lasted for hours and felt more like an endurance test than an introduction to the company? From their own personal experience, HR and managers already know that those kinds of programs can kill new employees’ enthusiasm. If companies want employees to be engaged at their jobs, they need to foster that engagement right from the start. So don’t use onboarding time to review important-but-dull company policies. Instead, ask new hires to read those documents ahead of time (remember, they are excited about joining the organization, so odds are good they will do their homework!) and spend just a brief segment of the meeting making sure they understand that information (perhaps with a short quiz, for example).

For the bulk of the onboarding time, focus on the information and goals that will set employees up for success in their new roles:
- Introductions to key executives
- The importance of the new hire’s responsibilities
- Establishing mentoring relationships (both formal and informal)
- Product knowledge
- Company culture and norms
- Quality initiatives (or campaigns focused on other key areas)
- Networking and building relationships with other new hires
- Training opportunities to continue learning and growth
- Performance accountability and rewards system

TAILOR ONBOARDING TO THE AUDIENCE.
An employee’s position on the company organizational chart should play a factor in determining what onboarding process he or she needs. In general, the more senior the employee, the more strategic the topics his or her onboarding should cover. For example, onboarding for new college graduates is likely to address the basics of everyday life in corporate America (such how to break the ice with older employees and how to manage up), whereas onboarding for a director or vice president might include topics such as mission, vision, and values (and how they infuse his or her work) or future growth plans for the company.

EXTEND ONBOARDING BEYOND ONE DAY.
Onboarding should not be a “one and done” proposition. In fact, the best onboarding programs check in at 30, 60, and 90 days to ensure that new hires’ expectations are being met. These check-ins also help managers and HR see if there’s anything they can do to boost new employees’ productivity. Additionally, they serve as opportunities to discuss training, mentoring, and other programs that can increase new hires’ engagement at the organization.

SEEK FEEDBACK ON THE ONBOARDING PROCESS.
At the conclusion of the initial onboarding, ask new hires about what they thought were the most—and the least—valuable aspects of the program. Then ask them again for feedback at the 90-day check-in, which is enough time for them to have some perspective and perhaps suggestions for additional topics that they think should be covered in future onboarding programs.

When done well, onboarding can lead to great employee engagement, which in turn can decrease turnover, increase job satisfaction, and improve performance levels. Together, all of these factors have a strong impact on nearly every aspect of the organization, including productivity, quality, and reputation—and profit. By engaging employees from day 1 through an onboarding program that is interesting, relevant, and useful, a company can gain a competitive advantage that directly, rapidly, and positively affects its bottom-line results.

Valerie M. Grubb of Val Grubb & Associates Ltd. (www.valgrubbandassociates.com) is an innovative and visionary operations leader with an exceptional ability to zero in on the systems, processes, and personnel issues that can hamper a company’s growth. She is the author of Planes, Canes, and Automobiles: Connecting With Your Aging Parents through Travel (Greenleaf, 2015) and Clash of the Generations: Managing the New Workplace Reality (Wiley, 2016). She can be reached at vgrubb@valgrubbandassociates.com.

“Permissible exposure levels” is one of those unclear terms. How is an exposure defined, for example, and what makes it permissible? And how can a worker or a safety professional determine levels?

The basic concepts behind permissible exposure levels (PELs) are actually very simple. “Exposure” is contact with a substance that is potentially harmful to humans. “Exposure levels” are measures of just how much of the substance a person is exposed to over a certain period of time. And “permissible” refers to the acceptable levels that have been determined by industrial hygienists, safety organizations, or, most commonly, regulators such as OSHA.

OSHA generally defines a PEL as how much exposure someone is allowed to have to a substance during an eight-hour period. Whether the harmful substance is something in the air or something a worker might touch, the PEL says that a human body can be in contact with only a certain amount of that substance over an eight-hour period before the company has to take measures to reduce workers’ exposure to it. (Note that OSHA’s PELs are based on an eight-hour period. At job sites with ten- or twelve-hour shifts, the PELs must be adjusted to reflect the parameters of the specific situation.)

To illustrate how PELs work, consider an example drawn from my own experience at an automotive parts manufacturing facility where workers soldered electronic parts to circuit boards that were then cut apart by a machine. The employees would come into contact with lead-containing dust when cleaning clogged hoses and when cleaning the machine. Although the use of an enclosed procedure and vacuums minimized the dust, there were times when work stations had to be cleaned and the vacuum equipment had to be disconnected.

Because workers were exposed to dust that contained a material that can be harmful when it accumulates in the body, we had to observe OSHA’s PEL for lead, which limited exposure to no more than 50 micrograms of lead over an eight-hour shift. Our workers normally worked shifts that were longer than eight hours, so we decided to be extra careful and set our own PEL at 30 micrograms over the entire shift.

To ensure that we did not exceed PELs, we measured lead exposure through blood tests performed during the annual fit test process. In addition, we mitigated the exposure to airborne lead by mandating respiratory protection for all the workers who performed soldering operations. We also used monitors to determine how far the lead dust could travel when the work stations were being serviced. And for respiratory protection and filters for the vacuums, we selected filtration material capable of capturing the lead particles.

Each situation is unique, of course. But this example highlights some of the issues a safety professional has to consider when working with substances that have PELs. The first step is to identify exactly what types of substances are involved and whether they are used or produced in an open or closed environment. If the hazard cannot be engineered out of the process, it’s up to the safety professional to determine how best to monitor and mitigate the hazard.

Conditions that may affect the substances also need to be considered. If the work is being handled outdoors, for example, the substances may behave differently in different temperatures and weather. Or if a substance interacts with other substances, their PELs may need to be adjusted. Additionally, safety professionals must determine the type of safety training needed and which workers will require that training. Protocols may even involve prohibiting employees from entering designated areas unless they’ve been trained in the specific hazard.

The key thing to remember is that the published PEL is just a starting point. Using the PEL as a foundation, the safety professional must then consider all aspects of the hazard and how it may affect workers. Once the conditions and risks are fully understood, then an appropriate safety plan can be created and implemented.

Alison Montgomery is the API safety advisor for the Owner Services Group at Safety Management Group. She can be reached at info@safetymanagementgroup.com
5 Alternatives to Pay Raises for Engaging Employees

BY O.C. TANNER

Money is a good motivator, but employers should not rely on it as the primary tool for engaging employees. Companies need to reconsider their assumption that doling out bigger paychecks is the only way to achieve higher engagement levels. Instead, organizations that want to motivate employees should consider these five alternative strategies.

1. FOCUS ON OVERALL WELL-BEING
   Given that few employees consider well-being a significant aspect of their organization’s culture, there is definitely room for improvement in this area. In addition to offering “traditional” perks (such as paid time off), organizations need to adopt a more holistic approach to corporate well-being initiatives. Companies should put practices into place that both acknowledge and consider equally employees’ physical, emotional, social, and financial needs.

2. ALLOW FOR COMPANY-WIDE SOCIAL GATHERINGS
   Social gatherings (especially those with food!) can connect people and help them bond with each other. Holding monthly or even quarterly social events is a surefire way for an organization to boost morale and remind employees why it is an exciting place to work and a place where they want to put forth their best efforts.

3. CONSIDER THE SURROUNDINGS
   Nothing makes people think “I’m not motivated to work” more than an uninspiring work space defined by a lack of windows, the absence of plants, or drab cubicles. Organizations should focus on creating spaces that foster connection, interaction, and collaboration. Such spaces can include open floor plans or common areas that encourage workers to do their jobs in the presence of their colleagues.

4. ENCOURAGE CONTINUING EDUCATION
   Now more than ever, employees want to acquire advanced skills, be challenged, and gain new and valuable knowledge in their current roles. Having opportunities to pursue these goals will help employees be more engaged with their work—and keeps them up to date on the latest industry advancements (which enables their organizations to offer the best services).

5. RECOGNIZE A JOB WELL DONE
   Recognition is critical for increasing engagement levels, because employees who feel appreciated and respected for their work are more motivated to work harder and better. Whether it’s formal or informal, recognition can strengthen good team dynamics as peers and leaders celebrate great accomplishments.

Whether an organization is just now searching for ways to better engage its employees or has been looking for solutions for some time, the first step toward solving this problem is to realize that money doesn’t fix everything. By implementing some of the strategies outlined here, companies can dramatically increase their employees’ engagement and inspire them to achieve even greater things.

O.C. Tanner helps organizations inspire and appreciate great work. Thousands of clients globally use our cloud-based technology, tools, and awards to provide meaningful recognition for their employees. Learn more at www.octanner.com.

This article was originally published on O.C. Tanner’s blog, ‘a’ Magazine (www.amagazinedaily.com).
In March 2018, there were 6.6 million job openings and 6.6 million people looking for jobs.\textsuperscript{1} In other words, at the same time companies were struggling to fill positions, there was a job available for each person who wanted one. Those open positions went unfilled for several reasons, but one in particular stands out: thanks in large part to educational trends and expectations, there is a major disconnect between the skills that employers need and the skills that job seekers have.

All parents want “something better” for their kids, and during the postwar years getting a college degree became a big part of that. For the past few generations, people have been pushing their kids to continue their educations after high school. Business, liberal arts, basket weaving—the field of study hasn’t really mattered as long as it leads to a degree.

That strategy worked for several decades: college became financially accessible to a significant part of the population, and a college degree (in pretty much any field) became an entry ticket to a good career. But over the past fifteen years, the job market has changed dramatically. At the same time, college costs have skyrocketed to the point that Americans now “struggle with a collective $1.4 trillion in student loan debt.”\textsuperscript{2}

If higher education isn’t adequately preparing our kids to join the workforce but is saddling them with tremendous debt that they can’t address (because they can’t get good jobs), then why are we still pushing our kids to go to college?

I think it’s because the rise in accessibility of a college education has led to increased stigmatization of manual and skilled labor. Jobs that require working with our hands are now seen as “dirty,” low-paying, and low-status. Our society treats trade school as the consolation prize for kids who aren’t “cut out for college.”

Today you’d be hard pressed to find an unemployed (or even underemployed) electrician, plumber, or HVAC technician. Clearly there’s a high demand for people with good manual skills! But the solution to the staffing problem involves much more than just encouraging more kids to focus on building the specific skills that employers are looking for.

We need to address the problem more broadly by working to change society’s perceptions of certain careers and industries. (For example, most people would agree that “network support specialist” doesn’t have a very “sexy” ring to it.) We also need to work on smashing stereotypes about which types of jobs are supposedly “more suitable” for women or for men. And we need to do this work not just in the skilled trades but in technology-related fields too, so we can avoid having the huge number of unfilled tech jobs that are predicted for the near future.

If, like previous generations, we want our kids to have “something better” than what we have, then perhaps it’s time to rethink how we help them achieve that. There’s no guarantee that the “traditional” route of going to college will lead to good careers (or the ability to pay off the massive debt getting that degree will likely entail). So maybe we should start by helping them understand other pathways to other options—such as vocational schools and tradeskill training—that will enable them to make positive contributions to society.

Mike McKerns is the editor in chief of \textit{HR Insights} and cofounder of Mamu Media LLC. He can be reached at editor@mamumediallc.com.


Conflict is an unavoidable aspect of the human condition. Since the dawn of humanity, people have had disagreements (and fights) over matters both big and small. Most of the time, though, they manage to work them out—thanks in large part to humans’ ability to listen to each other.

Listening signals to the other party that his or her opinion and feelings matter. When people feel that no one is listening to them, they can feel disrespected and, as a common self-defense mechanism, go into “fight mode.” Without effective listening, positive relationships can’t exist—a fact that holds true not just in the personal sphere but in the professional world as well: the ability to build strong relationships is a key trait of a successful manager in any industry. Listening means getting under the hood, taking the time to really know another person, and helping others without necessarily expecting something in return. In short, this listening skill is the foundation of Employee Engagement 101.

The psychologist Carl Rogers and the social scientist Fritz Roethlisberger theorized that when speakers feel that listeners are being empathic, attentive, and nonjudgmental, those speakers relax and share their inner feelings and thoughts without worrying about what listeners will think of them. This safe state enables speakers to delve deeper into their consciousness and discover new insights about themselves—including some that may challenge previously held beliefs and perceptions.

For example, consider an employee who believes that she always respects her colleagues’ and customers’ feelings. If someone tells her this isn’t true, she will likely protect her view of herself by doubling down on her belief and discounting the
other person’s judgment. In contrast, if someone asks her to describe her interactions with other people at work and listens attentively (while occasionally encouraging her to elaborate), she is likely to feel more secure with the listener and open up more. She might, for example, remember incidents in which she was disrespectful to customers or got angry at her colleagues, and also be more open to discussing how to change those behaviors.

More recent research indicates that when a manager listens actively to an employee, that employee is more relaxed, more self-aware of his or her strengths and weaknesses, and more willing to engage in nondefensive self-reflection. Consequently, that employee may be more likely to cooperate (rather than compete) with other colleagues, because he or she becomes more interested in sharing others’ attitudes (though not necessarily in trying to persuade others to adopt them) and more open to considering other points of view.

People, in general, want to be heard. A manager’s team members and employees want to know that he or she is listening to their thoughts and ideas. Active listening is, in the simplest terms, a better way of paying attention. It’s fully concentrating on, engaging in, and absorbing what someone else is saying. It involves obvious and genuine positive signals such as eye contact and reinforcing responses, such as nodding, agreeing with a “yes,” and asking related questions for clarification.

People thrive when they are around others who reach out and show understanding. For example, when a manager acknowledges some of the work-related or personal issues that his or her team faces, they feel valued. This feeling can inspire confidence—and it’s respected, self-assured teams who accomplish great things. Managers frequently have to deal with conflict in the workplace. When they do, even though they may not always agree with others’ opinions, it’s important for them to be open to the experiences and perspectives of their peers and employees—and the best way to demonstrate this is through active listening.

Conflict can make people uncomfortable, which in turn can make them defensive and unable to connect well with others. But when the other party feels that his or her concerns are being listened to and taken seriously, the chances of achieving a resolution increases. If both parties feel that their positions are clearly understood, any resolution they reach is likely to be longer lasting and perceived as fair. Such results may also encourage workers to speak regularly and openly about conflict, resulting in a more transparent workplace in general.

Jessica Miller-Merrell is a workplace change agent focused on human resources and talent acquisition. Named to Haydn Shaughnessy’s 2013 list of top 50 social media power influencers, she’s the founder of Workology (formerly Blogging4Jobs). She can be contacted on Twitter at @jmillermerrell.


There was no room for her to grow here, so Sarah left the company.

After being passed over for a promotion for the second time, Joe is interviewing at other organizations.

Jen’s been at the company for 10 years in the same role and needs something new.

Because his boss has another 15 years before retirement, Matt feels stuck and hopeless.

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SKILL BUILDING

When leaders think of skill building, what they usually have in mind is a course on Excel (or some other software program or narrowly defined skill). Rather than try a “one size fits all” approach that puts employees in classes that don’t necessarily align with their personal goals (and therefore don’t facilitate useful growth), though, a company should instead find out where its employees really want to be in their careers and help them build the skills they need to get there. Possibilities include training on presentation and public speaking skills (and more opportunities to practice them), courses that help employees learn about the latest developments in their fields, and opportunities to work with teams in different areas of the organization.

INCREASE ACCESS TO EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES

Every company has high-profile projects that attract the interest of lots of people but have room for only a few select team members. Examples include assignments that involve meeting with clients, business travel, or access to high-level leaders. Star employees who are excluded from these projects often feel that they are missing opportunities to shine, learn new things, and start building their social currency. Find other great opportunities for them (such as face time with the CEO or someone else from upper management, for example) so they don’t feel overlooked at their current positions . . . and then start looking elsewhere.

BUILD THEIR SOCIAL NETWORKS

Opportunities to change careers, make internal moves, or get promoted aren’t always well publicized throughout an organization, and people often learn about them only through “word of mouth” channels. In an environment where “whom you know” can be just as valuable as “what you know,” star employees need to network within their own organizations and make connections that can boost their careers. Help top employees build their networks by pairing them with mentors, introducing them to other leaders and executives in the company, or organizing meetings in which they can meet people from all over the organization.

MAKE THEM PART OF SOMETHING GREAT

Everyone wants to be part of something bigger than himself or herself. To help employees feel that they are making a difference, encourage them to align their work with meaningful purpose, empower them to suggest and make changes, give them ownership of their work, and show appreciation for their efforts and achievements. When given opportunities to be great, employees will find their own ways to thrive.

Christina Chau, senior content manager at O.C. Tanner, has led focus groups and research projects across 20 countries, and uses these insights to create content that helps companies engage and inspire greatness in their people. She has been with O.C. Tanner for over 10 years and previously worked in market research and marketing for IRI, Memorial Herman Hospital System, and Anheuser-Busch. She has a bachelor’s degree in sociology from the University of Michigan and a master’s degree in marketing from Northwestern University. Chau can be reached at Christina.Chau@octanner.com.

The names and details vary, but the same stories play out every day in companies throughout the country. Organizational structure, business performance, lack of turnover (because the company is so great that no one ever leaves)—any of these factors can prevent the best and brightest from moving up the career ladder. It just isn’t possible to promote everyone who deserves to be promoted or to give raises to everyone who does outstanding work. When they don’t get the promotions or raises they feel that they’ve earned, top talent starts looking elsewhere for better opportunities.

How can a company help its employees have careers that are healthy and growing when there’s no room for promotion or raises? Fortunately, even when such rewards are outside the realm of possibility, there are other ways for an organization to help its people grow and develop.
Your first encounter with Hudson Bearings, LLC will most likely go back much further than this formal introduction, a meeting you would have been unmindful of at the time. Whether you are involved in air cargo, material handling, robotics or even military logistics, you’ve probably “met” Hudson Bearings. Perhaps you’ve even seen them walking through a retail store with fixtures mounted on Hudson Ball Casters.

For nearly 50 years, Hudson Bearings has manufactured ball transfers to solve a variety of material handling and motion control challenges. While the company’s roots are in CT and ball transfers, it now calls Columbus, OH home and includes production of TurboSocket (extraction) sockets and Tire Changing Kits for Kart Racing.

Gene Bevins (Plant Manager) joined Hudson a little over five years ago and, with the company’s fast growth, immediately recognized the benefit of working with Employment Solutions for staffing needs. “I’ve worked with other staffing companies, and other companies have tried to work with me,” said Bevins. “But I do the majority of my business with Employment Solutions.” Bevins pointed out that not only does Employment Solutions bring recruiting to the table, but—even more importantly—they handle the screening, background checks, drug testing, etc. “All the work I don’t have time to do!,” he added. “They do the ground work and prep us for the interview process.”
There are two key elements that separate Employment Solutions from all the others, explained Bevins. First, he noted Employment Solutions’ ability to understand the company—from job descriptions to company culture. “They come in, they walk the floor, they understand the jobs and the positions and are able to fill them accurately based on the skill,” he said. “They truly ‘get it’ whereas others don’t.”

And at Hudson, Bevins is quick to point out that no job is less important than even the highest position. “We need entry, mid-grade, and high-level lead employees from light assembly workers to stamping operators to machinists,” he explained. “And Employment Solutions helps fill all three.”

And the majority of those filled positions become permanent employees. Back when Bevins first started at Hudson, there were a mere five on the floor. “Now there are 21 on two shifts, and Employment Solutions has filled 70% of those positions.”

The reason for such high retention rates? Bevins attributes it to Employment Solutions’ understanding of Hudson’s company culture. “One of the main things I’ve impressed on them—and that they get better than anyone—is that attitude is everything.”

Bevins added that no matter how experienced or professional an applicant may be, he doesn’t want them on his team if they don’t have the right attitude. Therefore, Employment Solutions includes this criteria in their screening process. “They’ll let me know if someone doesn’t have experience, but has the right attitude,” explained Bevins. “In fact, I have an upcoming interview with someone from Employment Solutions, and since they are excited about him, so am I.”

The second key element that separates Employment Solutions from other staffing agencies according to Bevins is their excellent follow up skills. “They even hold me more accountable than I hold them!,” he added, laughing. “If I’m falling behind, they’ll call and ask if I’ve followed up on a resume.”

When Bevins announced that Hudson would be building a 2nd shift and turned over a list of staffing needs to Employment Solutions, none other than Charlie Carter, president of Employment Solutions, Ohio, showed up at the door. “He was there to make sure we didn’t miss any opportunities,” explained Bevins. “They keep my feet to the fire so we don’t lose great fits.”

When asked if the investment has been worth the payout, Bevins quickly affirmed that Employment Solutions’ ability to locate reliable help with reliable skill sets is not only top notch, but absolutely worth the cost. “The ‘finders-fee’ is well worth the quality work,” he added. “I can’t express that enough.”

And Bevins frequently recommends Employment Solutions to others. “I have their business cards on my desk and pass them out regularly,” he said. “Even if I know of someone I like and consider hiring them, I send them (unconventionally) to Employment Solutions to then come to me. That’s how much I trust what they are doing.”

“I am proud of what we do here at Hudson, and I’m proud of what Employment Solutions helps us do,” added Bevins. “I can’t thank them enough.”

Jessica LaGrossa is a freelance writer and editor with over 15 years of publishing experience. She can be reached at jessicalagrossa@gmail.com
You can focus on openings, and hire someone today that you’ll replace in a month. Or you can keep your eye on the only goal that matters: increasing your productivity for the long haul. From delivering more options and better matches, to offering the kind of advice that keeps your KPIs high, your wages competitive and your best employees all yours—Employment Solutions can change the way you think about staffing for good.

Call (614) 785-7015 for your free competitive wage evaluation today.